Secure communications, inspection, and data analysis platform that enhances the security posture for legacy and modern grid devices
Background
The electric grid increasingly relies on the secure transfer of real-time data between substations to maintain control of system operations. Traditional cybersecurity practices primarily employ perimeter-level protections, such as firewalls or end-point gateways. Additionally, substation communications protocols have varying levels of security protections that interact with legacy and modern grid devices.
Security controls should provide protection at all levels of the network, incorporate both legacy and modern protocols, and consider the fast and reliable transfer of data to support advanced grid operations.
Barriers
• While some legacy protocols have been security-enhanced, support is not pervasive.
• Granular role-based control mechanisms are not widely deployed across heterogeneous systems.
• Device reconfiguration is costly and an impedance to new technology deployment.
Project Description
The ARMORE project will provide reliable, secure communications, augmented defense-in-depth security, and an analysis framework to enable faster and more secure ways to transfer substation data from both legacy and modern devices. Similar to data encapsulation methods, placing ARMORE in line with the devices to be protected allows it to transparently provide enhanced security with the ability to report violations of stated policy.
ARMORE operates using faulttolerant communications with access control and capabilities for enhanced situational awareness and analytics. The technology integrates easily with deployed systems and enables advanced grid applications such as wide-area monitoring protection and control (WAMPAC).
Building on past successes such as openPDC and SIEGate, ARMORE takes an open-source approach to facilitate low product cost, diversity of vendors, and commercial implementation with low technology risk.
Benefits
• Transparently enables resilient communications with security enhancements
• Easily integrates and interoperates with existing control room technology
• Provides varied support for both known (legacy and modern) and unknown protocols
• Provides modularity for easy expansion and value-add capabilities
• Provides a framework for advanced situational awareness and analysis
• Provides a high-performance, lowlatency solution for securing data communications throughout an organization
• Inherently scales based on the peerbased architecture
Partners
• Grid Protection Alliance
• University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign (UIUC)
• Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
• Utility Advisors

Conceptual diagram of ARMORE placed in line with substation devices and the control room to secure communications
Technical Objectives
The 
End Results
Project results will include the following:
• A more resilient and secure communications mechanism to support modern grid operation
• Improved security posture for utility infrastructure by (1) enhancing security of both known and unknown protocols and (2) extending security protection through internal perimeter protections for utility infrastructure 
